In the framework of adiabatic approximation the energy levels and direct interband absorption of light in the falciform lens shaped quantum dot are studied. Analytical expressions for energy spectrum and wave functions of the electron are obtained. It has been shown, that the particle energy spectrum is equidistant, and dependence of energy on geometrical parameters has root character. Dependences of absorption coefficient and edge frequencies on geometrical parameters of a quantum dot are obtained in the strong quantization regime. Corresponding selection rules for quantum transitions are revealed.
INTRODUCTION
Development of the novel growth techniques, such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) method, makes possible to grow semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) of various geometrical shapes and sizes [1] [2] [3] . Generally, during growth of QDs, due to unavoidable diffusion process of interface atoms, a coating interlayer between the QD material and semiconductor matrix is formed. This new interlayer, falciform lens shaped QD, affects the distribution of quantum levels of the QD significantly. Williamson et al have used an atomistic pseudopotential method for electronic structure description of lens shaped QDs and have shown satisfactory agreement with experiment 4 . Rodriguez et al have shown 5 , that lens geometry has quite a different level structure and wave functions (WFs) with subtle symmetries, which might be observable in experiments. For example, they find that as the height of the cap or lens decreases; there is a larger shift of the WFs towards the plane of the lens (in comparison with the situation in a semispherical geometry). This shift becomes stronger for "flatter" lenses, and may even give rise to deconfinement of the state towards the substrate, for finite confinement potential, changing significantly the oscillator strength of electron-hole transitions. In the paper 6 using a conformal mapping method a cylindrical quantum lens having cross-section shaped close to a semi-circle was considered. Investigations of the optical absorption spectrum of various semiconductor structures are a powerful tool for determination of many characteristics of these systems: forbidden band gaps, effective masses of electrons and holes, their mobilities, dielectric permittivities, etc. The presence of size quantization (SQ) essentially influences the absorption mechanism [7] [8] [9] [10] . In fact, the formation of new energy levels due to SQ makes possible new interlevel transitions.
In this paper the electronic states and direct interband absorption of light by falciform lens shaped QD are studied. Mathematically the confinement is approximated by one-dimensional potential with variable width for lower energy levels of the QD. Study of mentioned QDs will enable one to model more realistic structures which are usually formed in the course of manufacturing.
THEORY

Electronic States
Thus, we consider an impenetrable falciform lens shaped QD, as shown in Fig. 1 . Potential energy of a charged particle(an electron, or a hole) has the following form: 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  01  1  02  2   0  0  2   2  2  2  2  01  1  0  0  1   0,  ,   ,  ,  ,  0 ,  , ,  ,  , In the strong SQ regime, the electron-hole Coulomb interaction energy is much less than the confinement energy of the QD walls. In this regime, one can neglect the Coulomb interaction. Thus, the energy states of the electron and the hole should be determined independently. The particular shape of QD suggests that motion of a charged carrier (CC) in the Z -direction should be faster than that in the XY -plane what enables one to apply adiabatic approximation. The
Hamiltonian of the system in cylindrical coordinates can be written as:
Being expressed through dimensionless variables, the Hamiltonian may be represented as the sum of the ''fast'' and (1.5)
When the coordinate of the ''slow'' subsystem, r is fixed, the motion of the electron is localized in the one-dimensional effective potential well, having the following profile:
The Schrödinger equation for the ''fast'' subsystem has the form ( ) ( )
(1.8)
After simple transformations, one can obtain the following expressions for the WFs and electron energy, respectively:
where z n − is the quantum number (QN). The WFs' amplitudes depend on geometrical parameters of the QD shape.
This means that probability of the CC localization presents oscillatory behavior near the peripheral areas of QD.
Expression (1.10) plays role of the potential in the Schrödinger equation for the ''slow'' subsystem. The Schrödinger equation with such effective potential is not analytically solvable one. The ''slow'' subsystem potential energy is formed by falciform geometry of the QD which allows to use adiabatic approximation. Namely, we use the condition 0 r R , which means that the CC is mainly localized in the area near the geometric centre of the QD. This condition holds for the low energy states. For the higher excited energy states, the adiabatic approximation is not applicable. The energy of the ''fast'' subsystem is represented by the Taylor series, where linear, cubic, and other odd terms are equal to zero:
that the fourth-order term is about 100 times smaller than the quadratic term. Here it should be noted that the origin of the quadratic potential is due to the fact that the width of one-dimensional effective potential well is a variable quantity. Finally, for the CC energy in the falciform lens shaped QD we obtain ( ) ( )
Direct interband absorption of light
where ν and ν ′ are sets of QNs corresponding to the electron and heavy hole, g E is the forbidden gap width of the bulk semiconductor, Ω is the frequency of an incident light and A is a quantity proportional to the square of matrix element in decomposition over Bloch functions. Finally, for the quantity K and absorption edge (AE) we obtain, respectively: 9) . Thus the oscillatory dependence of the WFs amplitude on QD geometrical parameters is removed. Otherwise, the electron and hole WFs' overlapping integral is always nonzero in the case of falciform QD, a fact which partially reduces the selection rules set.
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
As it is seen from the Error! Reference source not found. expression, the energy levels inside the falciform lensshaped QD are equidistant. Clearly stated, each level of the "fast" subsystem has its own family of equidistant energy levels created by the "slow" subsystem. The obtained result is valid only for the low levels of spectrum, i.e. small QNs, which is a consequence of the adiabatic approximation. Note that the energy levels are equidistant also in the case of 
2, 0
z r n n = = . Fig. 2 . illustrates the dependence of the CC energy spectrum for the first two equidistant families inside falciform QD as a function of height 1 L of the small segment. One can see from this figure that the CC energy levels are equidistant.
Growth of the parameter 1
L results in width reduction of falciform lens-shaped QD, which in its turn increases the CC energy due to SQ. Such dependence (in "fast" and "slow" motions) opens a sufficiently broad opportunity for using the CQD ensemble as an active medium in quantum lasers. E.g. in US Patent # 6541788 a method and device 12 for converting light from a first wavelength to a second wavelength is presented where acting objects are multi-layer ellipsoidal QDs and lenses; it is a good example for targeting applications of this research. L parameters as a result of SQ impact, a fact, clearly indicated on the Fig. 4 . 
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CONCLUSION
We have theoretically proved that energy spectrum of a CC in the lens shaped QD is equidistant for the lower spectrum levels. Meanwhile, the energy dependence on geometrical parameters of QD has the root character. We have revealed the unique (oscillatory) character of WFs' amplitudes dependence on geometrical parameters of QD. The formed onedimensional effective motion potential was successfully modeled by parabolic potential for the lower energy levels of CC (provided that the particle is localized in the geometrical centre of the falciform QD). Direct interband absorption of light by falciform QD was analyzed. It has been shown that the oscillatory dependence of effective one-dimensional motion WFs' amplitudes on geometrical parameters of the QD leads to partial reduction of selection rules in the light absorption process.
The lens shaped QDs, and especially the falciform lens shaped QDs, as a more realistic nanostructures, have various commercial applications (e.g. US Patent # 6541788). These optimized quantum structures can be formed by MBE technique. This theoretical investigation of falciform QD can be effectively used for direct applications in photonics as background for simulation model. For further investigations, it is also important to develop a scheme for optimization of growth of the falciform lens shaped QD needed for second harmonic generation.
